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1. General description of the submitted materials

By order N9to4/27.o4.2022 r., of the Rector of the Higher schoor of Agribusiness and Regionar
Development, prof' Mariana rvanova r have been appointed a member of the scientific jury for
providing a procedure for the defense of a dissertation on "current issues of funding and control in
health care in Burgaria" for obtaining the educational and scientific degree ,,Doctor,, in Higher
Education 3. social, economic and legal sciences, professional field 3.g. Economics. The author of the
dissertation is Tsvetana Angerova Kerencheva - phD student in free form of education - Department
of Economics and Management, Department of Economics and Finance, phD program ,,Economics /
Finance and Banking /" with scientific consurtant Assoc. prof. Dr. pavrina Dimitrova.

The presented dissertation meets the requirements of the Law on the Deveropment of Academic
staff In the Republic of BulEaria and the Regulations for its application. The required documents are
attached to the materiars of the competition. An autobiography, a dissertation, an abstract and six
publications on the topic of the dissertation are presented, mainry in non-refereed editions. No
violations were found during the imprementation of the procedure. A reference for the
implementation of the minimum nationar requirements under Art. 2b of the Law for the
development of the academic staff.

2. Brief biographical data about the candidate

The doctoral student has a master's degree in international economic relations from the Academy of
Economics "D' Tsenov" - svishtov and in hearth management from the Medicar university, provdiv.



Her professionar experience contributes to the speciarized theoreticar and appried knowredge of the
doctoral student in the field of the dissertation. Her professional career took place mainly in the field
of healthcare - activities related to the preliminary control in the municipality of plovdiv, financial
contror in the university Hospitar "st. Georgi ,,, head of department at MU - provdiv and others.

3. Characteristics and evaluation of the dissertation

The topic of the dissertation is characterized by topicality and the need for scientific systematization
and lighting' The presented dissertation is dedicated to finding opportunities to improve the model
of financing in the fierd of hearth care, as we as improving and strengthening the rever of contror in
health care, the ratter is considered as a factor to compensate for some of the underfunding in the
sector.

The issue is rerativery poorry studied and especialy for Burgaria becomes a priority as the question of
what can be achieved with the avairabre financiar resources in hearth care and how to manage the
availabre resources so that it generates the expected sociary acceptabre varue in the sector. The
dissertation seeks the relationship on this issue between medicine and economics, successfully using
the tools of management, cash frow management and the current fiscar moder.

The dissertation has a totar vorume of 155 pages, structured in an introduction, three chapters and a
concrusion, a bibriography with 9g titres in Burgarian and foreign ranguages, as we as 4 appendices
containing 7 diagrams, 18 tabres and 11 Braphics. The dissertation research is rogicaly sound, the
research thesis is correctry formurated, the purpose and tasks, the object and the subject of the
research are correctly outlined. For the realization of the set goals and tasks Tsv. Kerencheva studies
the theory and practice in the fierd of hearthcare, the crassifications of economic systems in
healthcare, sources and moders of funding in a number of countries, good practices in the EU, stages
and deveropment of hearthcare reforms in Burgaria, moder and the decreasing effect of the invested
resources' The rore of contror as a key factor for the efficiency of the system is presented. The
requirement for digitarization of hearth data to increase the transparency and objectivity of the
decisions taken and the expected benefits for pubric hearth is emphasized, and the corresponding
adequate changes with a view to the gradual introduction of e-health are proposed. The dissertation
successfully anaryzes the features of financiar contror exercised by the state, its rore, importance and
effectiveness in current conditions, as wefl as the moders used for spending in the hearth sector of
hospital care in Burgaria and in some other European countries. Against the background of the
significant lag of the Bulgarian government in the hospital sector from the trends in other European
countries, which are characterized by expanding the manageriar and financiar autonomy of hospitars
and based on developed methodology for studying the relationships between financial flows in



hospital care, Tsv. Kerencheva outlines the main problems and imbalances in the health system of
Bulgaria and provides guidelines for optimizing the cost of funds in the sector.

3. Contributions and significance of the development for science and practice

The doctoral student knows the state of the problem in depth and creatively evaluates the literary

material. The presented material testifies to the ability of the dissertation to perform acceptable

quantitative and qualitative research. There is a product that is characterized by good information,

in-depth and critical view of trends in the field. The dissertation is the result of conscientious

research work of the doctoral student with specialized knowledge in this field, acquired as a result of
extensive practical experience and self-training.

The contributions of the dissertation can be related to the enrichment of existing knowledge and

application of scientific achievements in practice. I fully agree with the main scientific contributions

formulated by the doctoral student.

ln its content the dissertation is an interdisciplinary study that considers the health system

as an integral part and element of modern society, as a complex multi-layered system

seeking a balance between income and expenditure, between public and private, between

past, reality and the future. The national and part of the world experience in the

mana8ement of resources in the health sector, as well as the systems for financing hospital

and outpatient care are analyzed, and a critical analysis of the public-private system for

financing health care in the Republic of Bulgaria is performed.

Based on the review of financial control activities in the field of health care in Bulgaria, a

number of shortcomings of the system are identified, in particular the duplication of control

functions, the lack of a systematic approach to resource provision and the lack of a working

management model of resources in the health system, etc. The author's point of view for

solving the mentioned problems is presented, emphasizing the main control functions in

financing health care - preventive, ascertaining, evaluating and effective. The logical

structure of the research, as well as the realization of the set research goals, tasks and

assumptions also contribute to the clarification of the problem.

of particular interest to the professional audience is the statistical analysis and the tested

model for spending the funds received from the Regional Health lnsurance Fund, based on

the practice of university multidisciplinary hospital for active treatment "st. George,' EA, and

the results confirm that the introduction of payment for hospital activities based on

diagnostic-related groups instead of based on clinical pathways is an important step in the



right direction. The existence of a correration between current costs and the Gini coefficient
is also hightighted.

F Valuable for the practice are the proposars made to improve the current moder of financing
and contror in the hearth sector and in particurar the need for mandatory reguratory and
administrative and financiar and organizationar changes in the three main aspects of funding
- fundraising, their distribution and management.

5. Evaluation of the publications on the dissertation

The publications attached by the author reflect the results of the dissertation. The results are
important from a scientific and applied aspect for the practice in the conditions of turbulent
environment and restructuring of the hearthcare sector both in the worrd and in Burgaria.

The candidate has fulfilled the minimum national requirements for obtaining the educational and
scientific degree "Doctor,,in the professional field 3.g. ,,Economics,,.

7, Abstract

The abstract reliably and fully reflects the results of the theoretical and applied research and is
prepared according to the requirements.

8. Critical remarks and recommendations

with regard to the dissertation, some critical remarks can be made, which do not detract from its
content and quality The study would be beneficial if the analysis and highlighting the shortcomings
of the health system and its financing (which is now in the last third chapter) is differentiated, and in
this chapter the proposals for their improvement are highlighted in more detail and depth. I believe
that certain disparities in composition can be overcome, such as the weight of individuar chapters
and paragraphs. The latter, of course, is the author,s view. with the presented dissertation, the
doctoral student demonstrates quarities and skils for independent research. rrecommend the
author to deepen her research in this extremery rerevant fierd, thus there wi[ be even greater
opportunities for future use of scientific and appried research, as weI as for making competent
management decisions.

coNcLustoN



The dissertation presented for defense has the character of a completed scientific research. The

obtained scientific results are of a contribut;ng nature, which gives me reason to believe that the
dissertation meets the requirements of the Law on the Development of Academic staff and the
Regulations for its implementation.

The analysis of the proposed dissertation gives me a good reason to support the research, which

characterizes the author as a competent and in-depth researcher. ln view of the above, I fully believe

in the dissertation of Tsvetana Kerencheva and suggest that the highly respected scientific jury

decide to award him the degree of "Doctor of Economics" in hlgher education in ,,Social, Economic

and Legal Sciences", professional field,,Economics,,.
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